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With this issue the Center concludes its cycle of studies on the history
of the Catholic Church in Albania. Previous issues in 1983,1984,1985,
1988, and 1989 have carried documentary essays on Catholicism, the
missionary work of the Jesuit order, the pioneer activity of religious
sisters in developing educational opportunities for Albanian women,
and the present government's campaign efforts to stamp out any sign
of Catholic presence in the life of the Albanian people. The 1990 Bulletin
explores the centuries old apostolic and educational work of the
Franciscan order in Albania.
Included are a selection of studies by a variety of scholars from Europe,
the US and Australia. They discuss religion in Albania and its impact
on national life.
In this issue we also salute Pope John Paul II and Mother Teresa on
the occasion of their birthdays. Both religious leaders are beacons of
Faith, Love and Peace for people across the globe.
The recent "signs of change" as well as the dramatic exodus of
thousands of young Albanians to freedom are topics of a special
commentary A report on the action of UN Human Rights Commission
against Albania is included.
During the past few years tragic events in the Albanian populated
Kosovë region of Yugoslavia have resulted in the deaths of hundreds and
the loss of formal autonomy for Albanians. A discussion of these events
forms another topical area of this 1990 Bulletin.
Reports of other important events in Albania and among its people
in exile are presented in the following pages. We are also happy to offer
our readers a broad selection of reviews on recent publications about
Albania.
Once again we appeal to our readers and friends to assist us in meeting
the printing and mailing costs of our journal which have substantially
increased. Thank you and God bless you! Ju faleminderit e Zoti ju
bekoftë!
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NOTES AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

AUTHORS

We wish to thank our many readers for their kind
letters and inquiries. As much as we try to answer
correspondence and remain in personal touch with
our readers, it is sometimes impossible due to an insufficient staff and time constraints. Limited space in
this issue prevents us from publishing even a few of
the letters received and for this we apologize.

STEPHEN A. ARMSTRONG, S.J., is Pastor of the Byzantine Catholic Russian Center/Our Lady of Fatima Byzantine
Catholic parish in San Francisco and Lecturer at the University of San Francisco.

Again we express deep gratitude to our many
faithful friends and readers who for years have been
financially contributing to the printing and distribution costs of the Bulletin. We acknowledge the following major contributors: the Jesuit Community at
the University of San Francisco; St. Pauls' (Albanian)
Catholic Church community, Warren, Michigan;
Brian Curdy; Donald Banas; the Dudley Perkins
Foundation, San Francisco; Fr. John Neiman; Prenk
Gruda; Arthur and Agnes Richter; Kolë Mëhilli; Anne
Meridier; Zef Luka; Maria and Ismet Lesko; Paul W.
Smith; Anton Syku; Gene X. Kortsha; Lee Zojzi; Van
Christo; Shefki Çitaku; Fr. Bernard Guirch; Brian and
Irene Maguire; Kolec Pikolini; Bruce P. Ritter, Patrick
Digby.
We thank all those other individuals of fixed or
limited income who have contributed to keep the
Bulletin alive - as the Albanian Catholic's voice in
exile.

PAUL BERNADICOU, S.J., is Associate Professor of Theology at the University of San Francisco.
STEVE BOSQUE is a free-lance writer who makes his
home in San Francisco.
MARTIN CAMAJ is Professor of Albanian Studies at the
University of Munich, Federal Republic of Germany. He is
also a noted Albanian writer of prose and poetry.
BRIAN CURDY is an American student living in Switzerland
with a keen interest in Albanian studies.
ODILE DANIEL teaches at the National Institute for Oriental
Languages and Civilization at the University of Paris. She
has done extensive research and published a number of
works on Albanian cultural history.
LULASH DAJÇI teaches history in the state of Washington
and is an associate of our Center,

Our heartfelt thanks to Rosemarie Deist, Donald
C. Forëe, S.J., Chris Bade, Louis Ramirez, Thomas
McCormick, S.J., Sr. Sophie Connie, RSCJ, and Beatrix
Arevalo for their kind assistance with this issue.

Some errors appeared in the 1989 Bulletin on
pages 121, 146, and 161. Page 121, line 4, from The
Old Deer is missing "boasting about women"; page 146,
third paragraph, line 8 should read "(conjsent of the
provinces. There followed six days of violent clashes between ethnic"; page 161, paragraph 1, line 6 should
read "given by Mrs. de Fontanes ...
We apologize for any innconvenience the mistakes may have caused our readers.

PHOTO ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
Front cover: Mother Teresa, from Nëna jonë Tereze.
by Dr. Lush Gjergji

Back cover: Albanian Franciscans Victims of Communism,
by Fr. Daniel Gjeçaj, OFM

NERMIN VLORA FALASCHI is a linguist and noted author
of books in prose and poetry. She writes in the Albanian,
Italian, and English languages.
ELEUTERIO F. FORTINO is a Vatican Undersecretary in
the Secretariat for Christian Unity. He is founder of BESA
press service and the Arbëresh cultural center in Rome.
His writings on religion in Albania regularly appear in
Osservatore Romano as well as Italian Catholic and
Arbëresh publications.
HIORTH FINNGEIR is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Oslo, Norway.
JAK (GIACOMO) GARDIN, S.J., formerly a Jesuit missionary priest in Albania now residing in Italy. He spent ten
years in Albanian prisons and labor camps.
TOM HOOPES is a graduate of the University of San Francisco and a free-lance writer living in San Francisco.
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GEOFFREY HULL is Lecturer in Modern Languages at the
University of Wollongong, New South Wales, and a parttime journalist for the Australian branch of Aid to the
Church in Need.
NIKOLLË ISUFAJ is an Albanian refugee living in the
United States. He formerly taught in elementary schools in
Albania.
DENNIS R. JANZ is Professor of the History of Christianity
in the Department of Religious Studies at Loyola University,
New Orleans.
SAFETE S. JUKA holds a license in literature and a doctorate from the Sorbonne. She has taught French literature
courses at Lafayette College and Lehigh University in Pennsylvania.
ISMAIL KADARE is the leading Albanian writer who makes
his home in Tiranë, Albania.
ANTON LOGORECI is a noted political analyst for the BBC
in London and an author. His articles and studies on Albania regularly appear in British and Albanian (diaspora) publications.
VINÇENC MALAJ is a Franciscan priest and Albanian
scholar. Presently he is the superior of the Franciscan Mission in Montanis, Tuzi (Montenegro).
MELHEM M. MOBARAK is a researcher of books, lithographs and art of Albania. His articles on Albanian topics
often appear in French Canadian and Lebanese publications.

PALOK PLAKU is a retired Albanian educator residing in
Sacramento, California. He is a board member of our Center.
NIKE PRELA is the Bishop of Prizren, Kosovë. The prelate
is the spiritual leader of Albanian Catholics in Kosovë and
Macedonia. He is publisher of the Albanian Catholic periodical DRITA (The Light) printed in Ferizaj, Kosovë (Yugoslavia).
PETER R. PRIFTI teaches at the University of California at
San Diego. He is also an author and journalist who devotes much of his time covering abuses of human rights of
Albanians living in Yugoslavia.
SAMI REPISHTI is chairman of the foreign languages department for the Malveme Public Schools District and is associated with Adelphi University, New York. A former political prisoner in Albania, he is a leading human rights activist
working on behalf of persecutd Albanians in Yugoslavia.
His is a regular contributor to American, German and Albanian (exile) publications.
STEPHEN SCHWARTZ is a writer for the San Francisco
Chronicle newspaper, San Francisco.
JAMES V. SCHALL, S.J., is Professor of political science at
Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. He has
authored numerous books and essays on political, philosophical and theological subjects.
RICHARD H. SIEBERT is an educator in the San Francisco
Bay Area. He is a board member of our Center.

ZEF V. NEKAJ is a retired teacher of Albanian and Russian
languages at the Defense Language Institute, Monterey,
California.

WOLFGANG STOPPEL is a Judge of the Federal Patent
Court in Munich and consultant for Albanian affairs at the
Institute for Eastern Law of Munich, Federal Republic of
Germany.

DESMOND O'GRADY is a free-lance writer and Our Sunday Visitor Rome correspondent.

PETRO VUÇANI is a veteran Albanian journalist and
broadcaster in Albanian for the Italian Radio in Rome, Italy.

NICHOLAS 0 PANO is Professor of History and Associate
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Western Illinois
University. He also is Editor of The Journal of Developing
Areas and President of the Society for Albanian Studies.
His research and writing has focused on the areas of Albanian history and politics.
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EDITORIAL
A TIME FOR CHANGE - TOWARDS DEMOCRACY
The recent "dramatic events" in the USSR and Eastern Europe have ushered in a new era of
freedom and democracy. The removal of ruthless and corrupt communist systems has been
amazingly peaceful, apart from Rumania. Credit for this peaceful transformation lies with both
sides: those seeking change and those holding power. The conscientious and responsible means
employed in this process of democratization honors the people of these countries as well as their
leaders who demonstrated a highly mature national consciousness. At the same time their
example is indeed informative and encouraging to those people who still yearn and struggle for
democratic change.
Albania is the only European communist nation to resist the winds of democracy. It continues to hold its people captive. Communist government officials do not seem to understand that
their control of Albania is fast coming to an end. They should act immediately to join progressive
forces for a peaceful and democratic transformation. The propaganda manipulation and double
talk about "reforms" issued on May 8, 1990 aimed solely to keep the party in power at any cost.
Meanwhile the authorities are polishing their brute image. This action can hinder but not halt the
movement for democracy embraced by people of all walks of life. Peaceful demonstrations and
the recent mass exodus of Albanian youth to freedom are convincing evidence of a highly explosive situation. A single spark could plunge the entire country into the abyss of civil war from
which only our perennial neighboring enemies would benefit. The time is now for those in
power and those seeking change to initiate a sincere dialogue about the future of our nation.
Our Center has attempted to build a spirit of reconciliation, forgiveness and national consciousness in pursuit of religious freedom. We support the peaceful means to achieve the goal of
a democratic Albania. We invite all Albanians of goodwill to join us in seeking peaceful change
in our homeland. We condemn any use of outside force or internal violence within our homeland. Any civil strife would pit Albanian against Albanian thus inviting our enemies to take
advantage of the turmoil and endanger the independence and integrity of Albania. Only a careful approach to our country's present political and economic crisis will demonstrate to the world
that Albanians are responsible and mature people, especially when the fate of their land is at
stake.
Gjon Sinishta

Articles from the Albanian Catholic Bulletin are found indexed in the Religion Index One:
Periodicals (RIO); book reviews can be located in the Index to Book Reviews in Religion;
published by the American Theological Library Association, 820 Church Street 3rd Floor,
Evanston, Illinois 60201. The indexes are also available "online" through BRS Information
Technologies DIALOG Information Services and Walsonline.
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GUEST EDITORIAL
BETWEEN TWO FIRES:
The Tragedy of the Albanian Nation

The last one hundred and fifty years in Western history have been dominated by the epic of nationhood.
Some nations attained and lost full independence, such as the Poles, then saw it restored, in the grand European
revolution whose consummation began with Solidarnosc.
Other nations, such as the Croatians in Central Europe or the Catalans in Spain, remain waiting at the gate,
in anticipation of a future full sovereignty.
:f
Against this historical backdrop are those nations that have suffered a divided fate, gaining a partial and
tragic fulfillment of their destiny as a people. The Irish provide one example: national freedom in the south
combined with a catastrophic failure to resolve the national question in the north. Israel is another: having
embarked on the national adventure, the Zionist movement found itself condemned to establish itself under the
worst possible moral, political, and social conditions.
Unhappy are they who live between two fires. In a certain sense there is no example more moving and
more dramatic than that of the "Sons of the Eagle" - the Shiqiptars, known to the world as Albanians.
Today a part of the Albanian nation lives under a regime in Tiranë that preserves an image as the last
Stalinist enclave in Europe. Although some intellectuals and writers such as the novelist Ismail Kadare have
initiated a dialogue that may result in a democratic transformation, there remains a bitter heritage of obscurantism
and brutal terror. Gjon Sinishta has chronicled the calvary of conscience in Albania in his book The Fulfilled
Promise - a book I treasure ~ and in the journal you hold in your hands. THE ALBANIAN CATHOLIC
BULLETIN represents a precious historical and spiritual resource.
The remaining part of the Albanian nation, in the Kosovë region of Yugoslavia, continues to suffer ethnic
terrorism by the Serbian power. No amount of argumentation can absolve Serbia from responsibility for the
brutal violations of human rights that have taken place in the tormented region. A mere glance at the past eight
decades of history shows that Serbs subjected Albanians to terror during the Balkan Wars of 1912-13; again
during the second world war, and yet again beginning in the 1970s and continuing into the most dramatic
headlines of the present moment. It is a ghastly irony that the Serbian regime in Belgrade has assumed a neoStalinist ideological coloring that makes it, if anything, a near-twin of the Tiranë government.
The world may be confused by Ulster and Lebanon, but, by and large, the world sees clearly the identity of
the victim in Kosova.
The cause of human rights in Tiranë and that of human rights in Kosovë are the same, and it is the duty of
every individual who defends thefreedomof nations to support both of them with equal energy.
I believe the Albanian people will gain full freedom, both in Tiranë and in Prishtinë. At this dramatic
moment for the future of the Albanian people, I am inspired by the words of Lazer Shantoja, the poet I know of
thanks to Gjon Sinishta:
In my exile the hymn of joy I raised
to Aphrodite will come down
out of the shadow of sad cypresses.
Stephen Schwartz*

- This statement reflects authors personal views and does not express those of the San Francisco Chronicle.
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He Changed the Face of the World
70th Birthday of Pope John Paul II
Virgin of Shkodër, Patroness of Albania, our
sweet Mother! You bear in your heart the lives of the
peoples: look to this nation, which received the first
proclamation of the Gospel from the Apostles, and
which always venerated you with tender fruitful filial
love. Today too, in the darkness of trial, this nation
has trusting recourse to your maternal help.
You precede the Church in the pilgrimage of
faith: look upon your Albanian sons and daughters,
as they experience the path of trial and tribulation.
Sustain the weak, give comfort to the afflicted, keep
the faith alive in the hearts of all.
Mother of the Savior, bless the Christian families, which express a fundamental dimension of the
Church of your Divine Son.
Mother of Hope, hasten the day when this
noble people can once more see recognized the deepest
aspirations of its spirit, when all its sons and daughters will be once more united and in harmony, in the
building of a future of justice and peace.
-John Paul II
With these words, Pope John Paul II invoked the
Mother of God before imparting his Apostolic
Blessing on the Albanian exile pilgrims in Rome
in May of 1988, the Marian year. Now, two
years later, his prayer may have begun to be answered.
Grateful for his special attention and assistance, we rejoice with Catholics and believers
around the world on the seventieth birthday of
John Paul II. Since his papacy began in 1979, he
has proved to be the catalyst of sweeping social
change. He has become the channel of God's
work towards peace, justice, and universal human rights around the world.

Pope John Paul II

This prayer of John Paul's was by no
means his first appeal to divine help for Albania,
nor his first public mention of the Albanian
Church. In 1980, the Holy Father made a pilgrimage to Otranto in Southern Italy. He celebrated an open air mass on the Hill of the Martyrs to commemorate the fifth centenary of the
death of Blessed Antonio Primaldo and his 800
companions who died for their faith at the
hands of the occupying Ottoman army. John
Paul placed Albania's martyrs firmly in the
ranks of the holy line of men and women who
have passed "the ultimate test" since St. Stephen
was stoned to death nearly 2,000 years ago.
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